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Kick-start your medical studies

WHAT’S next after the Sijil
Pelajaran Malaysia? With compel-
ling learning experiences in mind,
the Management and Science
University (MSU) – among the top
universities in Malaysia and the
world – provides a setting of
advanced quality education that is
both transformative and enriching
for students.
MSU’s mission for excellence in

human capital development is
benchmarked by internationalisa-
tion, industry employability, entre-
preneurship and community sus-
tainability supported by research,
lifelong learning and flexible
education within the university’s
high-performance culture.
MSU offers a great opportunity

for prospective students and
parents to obtain detailed
information on the university and
its programmes, as well as meet-up
sessions with academic counsellors
to explore education pathways,
scholarships and financial assis-
tance.

The session with faculty
members will assist prospective
students and parents further on
potential career paths and life as a
student at MSU.
Its award-winning programmes

in medicine, health sciences, phar-
macy, information sciences, engi-
neering, business management and
professional studies, education and
the social sciences, tourism, hospi-
tality, culinary, music and fashion
meet stringent standards set by
local and international bodies.
MSU’s involvement in the medi-

cal and health sciences areas has
led to the initiative towards compli-
menting the nation’s need for
qualified medical personnel ser-
viced in Malaysia and the region.
With the MBBS programme

being offered at the main campus
in Shah Alam and its offshore cam-
pus in Bangalore, India, MSU looks
set to be a major provider of medi-
cal education in Malaysia.
Designed and approved based

on the Malaysia Medical Council’s

guidelines, MSU’s MBBS prog-
ramme is delivered in three phas-
es: Phase 1 in Year 1, Phase 2 in
Year 2 and Phase 3 throughout
Years 3, 4 and 5.
Phases 1 and 2 comprise sys-

tem-based modules whereas Phase
3 delivers discipline-based postings
in Medicine, Surgery, Obstetrics &
Gynaecology, Paediatrics, Psych-
iatry, Primary Care, Orthopaedics
and Emergency Medicine.
MBBS students spend their first

and second years understanding
the basic medical sciences. They
begin developing basic clinical
skills and knowledge in their third
year and spend their fourth year
on introductions to medical
specialties. Clinical skills in
their final year consolidate the
degree-level medical education.
A key feature of the programme

is its emphasis on clinical commu-
nication skills. Clinical contact is
established early on through com-
munity engagement visits to
medical practices, community care

facilities and hospitals.
This is in line with MSU’s focus

on developing well-rounded gradu-
ates; in this case, qualified medical
doctors who excel academically
and personality-wise, contributing
to the universities and national
objectives for excellent healthcare
service in Malaysia and the region.
In addition, as part of its bench-

marking initiative, MSU has linked
itself with several international
partner universities as well as
medical authorities, including
the India National Medical
Commission, Sri Lanka Medical
Council and Maldives Medical and
Dental Council.
Such linkages would acquire

programme recognition and create
student and staff mobility activities
as well as research between MSU
and its partners. All these efforts
are part of MSU’s commitment
towards making Malaysia a hub
for educational excellence.
With the opening of the MSU

Medical Centre, MSU has estab-

lished itself as the first private
university in Malaysia that has its
own private specialist hospital. The
medical centre will provide quality
and up-to-date healthcare services
to the public, and also offer job
opportunities for future MSU
graduates in medical and health
programmes.
Intakes for the MBBS prog-

ramme are in April and October.
Qualified students are required to
sit for the Medical Entry Test (MET)
at the MSU campus in Shah Alam
to determine their aptitude for the
MBBS programme.
Alternatively, MSU’s Foundation

in Science Biology/Health Science
offers a fast-track pre-university
programme that prepares for entry
into the MBBS programme.

■Want to be a doctor and be
qualified to sit for the MET at
MSU? For more information on
scholarships and fee waivers, call
03-5521-6868, email enquiry@msu.
edu.my or visit www.msu.edu.my

MSU’s MBBS students spend their first and second years understanding the basic
medical sciences. A key feature of MSU’s MBBS programme is its emphasis on clinical communication skills.

Musical study techniques
IF you are a musical person, you
can try leveraging your love for
songs while you study.
First, instead of going for printed

materials, work your ears and go
for audio or video lectures. If you
have an Apple phone or tablet, the
place to start is the iTunesU app.
It has thousands of audio lec-

tures from top universities such as
Oxford and MIT. If you don’t have
one, just search for videos on
YouTube.
Second, when you have some-

thing short that you need to memo-
rise, use a mnemonic.
For example, if you study chem-

istry and need to remember that
an electrode in which oxidation
takes place is called an anode and
that an electrode in which reduc-
tion takes place is called a cathode,
you can remember: “Red cat and
an ox” for “Reduction at cathode
and anode for oxidation”.
Google your subject for them

and share with others.
Third, play music when you’re

learning – not stuff that you want
to listen to, but something that
energises you.
Nobody is sure how it works, but

studies suggest that letting mild
music play in the background while
watching a taped lecture can help
boost your memory and learning.
Also, light music will act as white

sound, drowning out distracting
traffic and random noises.
Finally, sing your exam notes. It

may feel odd but if you can remem-
ber your body bones by singing,
“Toe bone connected to the foot
bone, the foot bone connected to the
heel bone, the heel bone connected
to the ankle bone”, then singing
about countries, capitals, formula
and history dates isn’t so weird.
Tape the lyrics and stick it up on

your blog. You may very well be
helping others who have a musical
memory but who can’t sing.

Keeping up
with your
deadlines
IT’S the start of a brand new
semester and you’ve got lots of
time stretching ahead of you.
You’re on top of things and exams
are a shadowy memory belonging
to last term. Then suddenly, it’s 24
hours till your first essay has to be
sent in and you haven’t even
cracked the textbook.
Here’s how you can plan like a

pro and keep everything in order.
First, forget pen and paper. For

good time management, you need
a calendar like the one that comes
with your tablet or smartphone. If
you don’t have a device with a nice
large screen, set up a Google
account and use its free calendar.
By going digital, you can drag

and drop items, have yourself

pinged with urgent tasks and make
automatic to-do lists.
Second, put in the deadlines for

the entire semester. Make these all-
day events so that they’re easy to
spot. Put in an alert that tells you a
few days before that these dead-
lines are creeping up on you.
Deconstruct what needs to be

done for each deadline. You may
also want to do your reading a
week or two before, and then
devote three days to nothing else

but the assignment.
Alternatively, you may go for the

“salami” approach where you do it
piece by piece. For example, you
may want to divide a paper into
research, writing the introduction,
writing the literature review, writ-
ing your argument, writing your
conclusion, organising your refer-
ences and printing.
However you approach it, put

each task into your calendar,
blocking the right amount of time.

Good time
management
is the key to
staying on top
of your studies.
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Discover the route
to management
MANAGEMENT is the process of
organising, planning, decision
making, leading, motivating and
controlling the financial, physical,
information and human resources of
an organisation to reach its goals
efficiently and effectively.
Good management is also funda-

mental in building great teamwork
and the key to a successful organisa-
tion.
With the aim of preparing those

interested in a successful career in
management and administration,
the Diploma in Management at MSU
College offers a broad business man-
agement education and equips stu-
dents with the right soft skills.
The programme is specifically

designed to provide students with all
the tools required for a management
position as well as exposure to basic
components of organisational man-
agement such as communication,
leadership, marketing and finance.
It also prepares students with the

latest knowledge and skills, and
equips them with high moral values
and integrity while carrying out
their duties and responsibilities.
A strong foundation in all related

areas will provide students with a
clear understanding of the fields
they may want to explore at the
bachelor’s degree level.
The entry requirement to this two

and half-year programme is a mini-
mum of three credits in any subject
in the Sijil Pelajaran Malaysia (SPM)
or its equivalent.
Once completing the diploma,

students can choose to start their
career or proceed to their second-
year bachelor’s degree in the same
field or other related programmes at
Management and Science (MSU)
through the Faculty of Business
Management Professional Studies,
with the option of credit transfer.
In line with MSU College’s aspira-

tion to produce a balanced, holistic
and well-rounded graduate, a com-
prehensive entrepreneurial ecosys-
tem and industry-embedded prog-
ramme are also deeply rooted as

part of initiatives to further enhance
students’ soft skills and ensure they
are competent in the job market.
There are also other programmes

available under the School of
Hospitality, Education and Business
Studies such as Early Childhood
Education, Accounting and English
Language Teaching.

■ Look out for more information on
the programmes offered by visiting
www.msucollege.edu.my or email
enquiry@msucollege.my.

The Diploma in Management at MSU College offers a broad business
management education and equips students with the right soft skills.

NEED to ace a test? Check out this
guide.

One month before
Go through your books and

notes and identify major themes.
List these in detail, each on a new
sheet of paper.
If your textbook has learning

objectives, use these to guide
you.
Read through them to make sure

you understand it all.

Three weeks before
Take each of your themes and

pretend to explain them to some-
one. If you understand it well

enough to explain it to someone
else, that means you already have
the bare bones down.
If you feel like you’re missing

something or have questions, this
is the time to consult with your
teacher or look beyond your text-
book for answers.

Two weeks before
Reorganise your notes into the

main information you need to
know for your exam.
Whenever possible, use lists and

diagrams. Highlight or bold
important words. The more visual
your notes, the easier they are to
remember.
Now read over the notes you

have compiled twice a day. If you
can, read them over three times
but more is unnecessary if you
read them properly. Don’t just
skim. Pay attention.

One week before
Test yourself on your notes.

Invent mnemonics for the bits

you do not remember or chant
them over and over until they
stick. The ultimate test is to write
yourself exam questions one night,
and to sit for your test the next
morning.
As you master each topic, set

them aside for a daily refresher
only. Focus the bulk of your study
on the pages you’re still struggling
with.

Three days before
Get a friend to help with your

revision by testing you on your
notes.
Either pick someone from your

class or give someone your “test”
questions and correct answers.
Focus on the questions you don’t
ace.

On the day
Don’t panic! You’ve got most

things down by now.
Keep your cool, read the exam

questions carefully and remember
that the points for each section are
a guide to the sort of answers
expected.
Also, bring an extra pen along

just in case you run out of ink
while writing.

Efficient study countdown guide

Getting through tough times
DO you have days when you wonder
why on earth you ever decided to
sign up for a course? When times
are tough and you’re having difficul-
ty focusing, there are several things
you can do to help you through.

Think of the future
Try and build a vision of what it

will be like when you complete your
studies.
For example, work out what it will

be like to finally get that job as a doc-
tor and help heal people, or as an
architect and design houses that peo-
ple love to live in. Or maybe you
want to be independent and earn
your own money.
Whatever you’re looking forward

to, the feel-good factor of that image
will help energise you.

Remember your strengths
Instead of looking at the difficul-

ties, think of your strengths. You’ve
made it this far, so you should have
plenty on your side. Maybe you’re
good at seeing the big picture or
chasing up little details.
Whatever it is, make a list of all

the stuff you’re good at. Hang it on
your mirror so that you can see it
every day. It will give you the posi-
tive lift that you need.

Seek comfort in friends
When times are tough, talk it out

with a fellow student. As long as you
keep it short and don’t make it a con-
stant thing, a bit of a ranting session
can help you unload your stress.
While you’re at it, have a lovely cup

of hot chocolate or an ice cream.

Go out and have fun
Forget about work for 24 hours

and do something that makes you
happy. If you’re burned out from
working too hard, it becomes
difficult to get anything useful done.
Recharge and reenergise. When

you do hit the books again, you’ll be
all rested and efficient.

Get a study buddy
A study buddy will keep your nose

to the grindstone. With someone to
help you figure out what to work on
more, studying becomes a lot easier.
Above all, remember all the other

times you thought you’d never make
it and you did. You can do it.
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Entrepreneurial pharmacist
A PHARMACIST and an entrepre-
neur, Tiong Chi Kai started his
journey towards a pharmacy
degree at the International Medical
University (IMU) in 2015.
After two years at the institution,

he took the opportunity to transfer
to the University of Tasmania
(UTAS) to complete his degree.
For Tiong, studying pharmacy

was not just his dream but also a
mission to serve the community
better as he realised the approach-
ability of the public towards phar-
macists in seeking medical advice
on health-related issues.
“Pharmacists play a key role in

the healthcare system and to be a
qualified and registered pharma-
cist, one must have a bachelor’s
degree in pharmacy (BPharm).
“BPharm is normally a four-year

(eight semesters) programme that
equips us not just with theoretical
information, but also practical
experiences.
“It integrates pharmaceutical

science into the practice of clinical
pharmacy and guides students to
become confident and competent
healthcare professionals who will
hold patient safety and well-being
as the utmost priority,” he said.
Tiong opted to join IMU’s

BPharm (Hons) programme as it
offers credit transfer options to
partner universities abroad.
“I was offered the credit transfer

option with UTAS. To ensure a
smooth transition, a transition
module was introduced to us at
UTAS that gave me an overview of
the contents and learning style,
and allowed us to undertake a

three-hour placement in the local
pharmacy.
“It was quite a challenging expe-

rience for me to study abroad due
to differences in culture, law and
the practice of pharmacy in
Australia,” he said.
He managed to secure an intern-

ship – also known as Provisionally
Registered Pharmacist in Malaysia
– during his fourth-year pharmacy
placement at a community phar-
macy in Tasmania.
“My working experience during

this placement greatly convinced
me to become a community phar-
macist as I was inspired by the
compassionate services provided
by my preceptor to the community.
“Although it was very challeng-

ing to juggle between the qualifica-

tion exams, the external course
prepared by the Pharmaceutical
Society of Australia and work dur-
ing the internship, my never-give-
up spirit and perseverance helped
me overcome all these challenges.
“Undoubtedly, training to be a

vaccinator is also one of the best
experiences working as a pharma-
cist in Australia,” he said.
After two years of working as a

pharmacist in Australia, he decided
to return to Malaysia during the
Covid-19 pandemic in 2020 to serve
the nation.
“It is interesting working as a

pharmacist in Malaysia due to the
differences in practice. Seeing the
potential and growth of communi-
ty pharmacy has sparked my inter-
est to venture into one,” he said.

He said one of the modules in
BPharm provides students with
business management skills, which
helped him in opening his first
pharmacy, GT Health Pharmacy, in
Eco Grandeur, Puncak Alam.
“There are many aspects that

need to be taken into account as a
pharmacist and an entrepreneur
such as managing the medication
stock supply and the pharmacy’s
daily business.
IMU students have the option to

complete the entire pharmacy
programme locally at IMU or credit
transfer pharmacy programmes to
the University of Otago, New Zea-
land or the University of Tasmania,
Australia. These international part-
nerships are a clear testament of
the alignment of IMU’s innovative
education to global standards.
Students who opt to complete

the entire degree in Malaysia also
have the opportunity to go over-
seas for elective placement.
The commencement for the

Bachelor of Pharmacy (Hons) pro-
gramme is in July and September.
If you are inspired by a diverse
career that is involved with the
safe and effective use of medicines,
make an online application today.
If you have just completed your

SPM and do not have pre-universi-
ty qualification, consider enrolling
in the one-year IMU Foundation in
Science, the direct route for entry
into any of the university’s degree
programmes.

■ For more information, visit
www.imu.edu.my or email start@
imu.edu.my or call 03-2731 7272.

Cultivating
a passion
for reading
YOU know the benefits of reading:
better vocabulary, improved gener-
al knowledge, greater focus and by
extension, you also learn to write
more fluently.
But if you didn’t grow up read-

ing, cultivating the habit takes some
planning. Here’s how to get started.

Read stuff you like
It’s common sense: if reading

equals work, then you’re more
likely to goof off and do something,
anything else but pick up a book.
Read whatever suits your taste;

by making it a pleasure, you will
always look forward to reading.

Keep a book in your pocket
There are all sorts of blank

spaces in your day when you can
soak up a page or two – like when
you’re waiting for a bus, having
a coffee alone or if you’re five
minutes early for a class.
When you have a good book to

read, you will be amazed at how
those minutes add up.

Find an ideal reading spot
It’s sometimes easier to read

when you’re in a conducive atmos-
phere. A good book shop will have
a reading corner. If there isn’t one
near you, think of a place where
you can relax like by the lake, a
park or your favourite coffee shop.

Tiong opened his first pharmacy, GT Health Pharmacy, in Eco Grandeur,
Puncak Alam.
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CURTIN University Malaysia (Curtin
Malaysia) and the Meteorological
Department of Malaysia (MET Malaysia)
signed a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) earlier this week for a collaboration in
research and development of technical
expertise.
Signing on behalf of MET Malaysia at the

Curtin Malaysia campus in Miri, Sarawak,
was MET Malaysia director general
Muhammad Helmi Abdullah, while Curtin
Malaysia’s pro vice-chancellor, president and
chief executive Prof Simon Leunig signed for
the university.
Also present were MET Malaysia’s

Meteorological Instrumentation and
Atmospheric Science Centre senior director
Ambun Dindang; Sarawak Meteorological
Office principal assistant director
Siniarovina Urban Sinyaw; Curtin Malaysia’s
chief operating officer Ir. Pieter Pottas;
Research and Development dean Prof
Ramasamy Nagarajan; and Faculty of
Engineering and Science dean Prof Tuong-
Thuy Vu.
Prof Leunig said this was a significant

milestone for Curtin Malaysia and MET
Malaysia.
He said Curtin Malaysia had much to gain

from the collaboration with MET Malaysia’s
extensive practical experience in meteorolo-
gy, climatology and geophysics, while serving
the national security, well-being and sustain-

able socio-economic development needs of
the country.
“This invaluable experience of over

70 years can be leveraged with Curtin
Malaysia’s strengths in research and devel-
opment, including the increasingly advanced
research facilities at our campus. We can
also tap into a wealth of knowledge and
expertise at our main campus in Australia
and partner universities,” he said.
Prof Leunig highlighted that Curtin has

significant strengths in earth and marine
sciences, ranking 40th in the world in the
2022 QS World University Rankings by
Subject.
“As a campus with facilities befitting

Curtin’s largest global campus and education
and research hub in Asean, Curtin Malaysia
is well equipped for the planned research
activities. Indeed, we are very excited about
this MoU,” he said.
The MoU facilitates the sharing of data

fromMET Malaysia’s automatic weather
station at the Curtin Malaysia campus
for research purposes, the exchange
of knowledge and sharing of technical
expertise through jointly organised training

workshops and conferences, joint
applications for research grants and joint
publications, as well as other projects of
mutual interest.
Muhammad Helmi, meanwhile, said one

of MET Malaysia’s principal functions was
the collecting and sharing of weather data
using a range of technologies at its over 400
automatic and manned weather stations
nationwide.
In Miri, weather monitoring will be

enhanced with the installation of a new
weather radar atop Canada Hill. All these
sources of data can be very useful for
the joint research envisioned by the two
establishments.
Muhammad Helmi said meteorology is not

an exact science as there are many variables
in the study of weather, and therefore much
more research is needed.
MET Malaysia is already collaborating

with a number of universities in Malaysia
and abroad in meteorology and oceanogra-
phy research, and welcomes the research
collaboration with Curtin Malaysia.

■ For details on Curtin Malaysia and the

courses it offers, visit https:// www.curtin.edu.
my or look for Curtin Malaysia on Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, YouTube, LinkedIn or
TikTok. Information on MET Malaysia can
be found at https://www.met.gov.my/

Curtin Malaysia staff and the MET Malaysia delegation at the weather station at the Curtin
Malaysia campus in Miri.

WHEN choosing a basic degree, you have a
career path in mind.
When you do this, are you looking at start-

ing salaries and the first few jobs you take,
or are you thinking about what you think
you will want when you are 30, 40 and 50
years old?
Some people have a driving passion that’s

lifelong. For example, a person who adores
the law will be diving in and out of courts all
their lives and they will be happy.

But suppose you just work to earn a living.
What do you want to happen to your career
if you plan to have kids? Start up your own
business? Do you want to retire early?
When you chose a basic degree, it’s useful

to look way beyond the first few years of
your life wishes.

The question to ask is not just “What
makes me happy now” but “What do I think
will make me happy when I’m older?”
Then ask, “Will this degree allow me to do

this? If it doesn’t, how hard would it be for
me to retrain?”
In the past, it was common for people to

have a single career path but nowadays,
many people have two or three changes of
course. As such, many universities offer
degrees that have some wriggle room.
Look at the types of specialised units that

you can take. There may be an entrepreneur
unit in case you want to go it alone or a
language unit in case you want to travel.
Make a list of what you want and then

consult lecturers, graduates and experienced
industry leaders for advice.

Muhammad Helmi (left) and Prof Leunig
exchanging copies of the MoU.

Representatives of Curtin Malaysia and MET Malaysia pose for a group photo.

Teaming up for knowledge

Planning your long-term career path

www.manipal.edu.my
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Nurturing
petrochemical
engineers
UNIVERSITI Tunku Abdul Rahman’s (UTAR)
Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)
Petrochemical Engineering programme is an
interdisciplinary programme covering the
fundamentals of chemical engineering and
specialisation in petrochemical downstream
processes.
Parked under the Faculty of Engineering

and Green Technology, it aims to produce
graduates who will utilise state-of-the-art
knowledge and techniques in synthesis,
design, maintenance, service, sales and
marketing of petrochemical engineering-
related systems and products.
The programme provides varieties of

research fields and training in research and
development for the advancement of knowl-
edge and cutting-edge technology. It empha-
sises technical, managerial and ethical lead-
ership by honing oral and written skills.
Students are also exposed to basic elements

of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, Internet
of Things, emerging advanced technologies
and smart manufacturing and automation,
which are expected to be dominant in the
petrochemical industry in the near future.
Department of Petrochemical Engineering

head Dr M. Mathialagan said, “Petrochemical
engineering is the application of science,
in particular chemistry, physics and
mathematics, to the process of converting
raw materials of petroleum or other
hydrocarbon origins into more useful or
valuable products.
“Petrochemical engineers are very much at

the forefront to improve the quality of life.
There are extensive opportunities in design-
ing process equipment/plants, identifying
chemical and physical properties of
substances, researching new products and
ensuring equipment/plants operate optimally.

“They work in a wide range of fields
such as oil and gas, petrochemicals, pharma-
ceutical, pulp and paper, food processing,
healthcare, special chemicals, electronic and
advanced materials, biotechnology, environ-
mental health and safety.”
UTAR Petrochemical Engineering alumnus

YeongWei Ming is currently working at
Petronas Carigali Sdn Bhd under the
Upstream Process Safety Department. He said
the UTAR programme built a strong founda-
tion that has greatly assisted him in his work.
“Some of the things that remain relevant

frommy studies are organic chemistry,
polymer technology, occupational safety
and health in petrochemical plant, plate
design, petrochemical process and law
for engineers,” said Yeong.

■ For more information related to UTAR’s
Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)
Petrochemical Engineering programme,
visit https://fegt.utar.edu.my/Overview_
Petrochemical_Engineering.php or log in to
the Facebook group at https://www.facebook.
com/UtarPetrochemicalEngineering/
UTAR also offers undergraduate and post-

graduate programmes in other areas, and
engages in the provision and conduct of
research, consultation, management and
leadership training and other related
educational services at its Sungai Long and
Kampar campuses in Malaysia.
Find out more at www.utar.edu.my or call

05-468 8888 (Kampar campus) or 03-9086
0288 (Sungai Long campus).
UTAR’s Open Day will be held on Aug 20

and 21 at its Sungai Long campus in Bandar
Sungai Long and Kampar campus in Perak.
UTAR is also having its Cyber Open Day on
Aug 18 and 19, from 9am–5pm.

UTAR Petrochemical Engineering students during a visit to Petronas Chemicals Fertiliser
Kedah Sdn Bhd.

UTAR’s Faculty
of Engineering
and Green
Technology
building.

Understanding how your brain works
YOU are in the middle of your college educa-
tion, well on the way to becoming a working
adult, yet you find yourself on a roller-coast-
er when it comes to planning, motivation
and even managing your temper.
Guess what? It’s not your fault. It’s the way

your brain is working. Or rather, how it’s
not.
In the past, we used to think that people

matured at the age of 18. But thanks to MRIs
and other tools, we now know that the
human brain doesn’t fully develop until
we’re about 24 – and sometimes, even later.
If you’re a student, this is important to

acknowledge as the pre-frontal cortex
behind your forehead is involved in impulse
control, complex planning, attention and
decision-making. Impulse control is impor-
tant as it means young adults aren’t as good
at self-discipline as older adults.
In terms of decision-making, this part is

where your organised thinking, risk assess-
ment and logical thinking come into play.
You might have trouble arranging facts,
taking risk into consideration and making
decisions based on fact rather than emotion.
In some ways, this is good: young adults

can make great entrepreneurs as they take
chances older adults shy away from. But you
might also make some bad decisions.
Scientists suggest training your brain by

staying physically healthy. This means
eating and sleeping properly and staying
off drugs.
You can also challenge yourself in cogni-

tive terms with a rich learning environment.
For good mental health, keep in mind that

while you may be legally an adult, you can’t
expect to have a mature brain in a young
body. So, if you make some errors of judg-
ment that seem silly with hindsight, forgive
yourself.
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MANIPAL University College
Malaysia (MUCM) turns 25 in
September. Formerly known as
Melaka-Manipal Medical College,
MUCM is the alma mater of over
5,000 doctors and nearly 600
dentists fromMalaysia and abroad.
Based in Melaka, MUCM continues
to offer the following options to
healthcare industry aspirants:

Foundation in Science (FIS):
A solid stepping stone
MUCM’s one-year FIS is geared

toward helping students get a
head start in their chosen health
sciences field. Offering a blend of
subjects, FIS is the academic bridge
that equips students with funda-
mental knowledge to ensure a
smooth transition to undergradu-
ate studies.
What makes the programme

unique is the inclusion of subjects
from pre-clinical studies of a
health science degree: Basic
Human Anatomy and Basic
Human Physiology.

Another unique feature is the
Posmed competition, where stu-
dents create a poster featuring
their research on medical devices
from the aspects of biology, phys-
ics, mathematics and clinical corre-
lation.
They are also required to pro-

duce a prototype to complement
their posters using scrap materials.
This assessment in Semester 1

integrates the learning at the foun-
dation level with medical and den-
tal technologies.

Bachelor of Medicine and
Bachelor of Surgery (MBBS):
From India to Malaysia
The nameManipal has resonated

with the Malaysian healthcare
system for the past 68 years, with

thousands of medical doctors
graduating fromManipal in India.
MUCM continues this fine tradition
of quality medical education
through its MBBS, which has been
a fully-in-Malaysia degree since
2021.
The MBBS curriculum is a blend

of traditional and contemporary
teaching and learning modalities
like cadaveric dissection to virtual
3D dissections in Anatomy.
The shadow housemanship

embedded within the curriculum
in the final semester immerses
medical students in a world of
almost real-life working conditions.
It paves the way for graduates to
blend with ease into the clinical
working life at hospitals.
These days, medical graduates

have multiple pathways upon qual-
ifying as a doctor. They can remain

in practice, advance into research,
join corporate organisations as a
hospital manager or administrator,
become an occupational health
specialist or serve the community
by being in public health.

Bachelor of Dental Surgery
(BDS): Oral physicians
MUCM’s BDS programme nur-

tures well-rounded dental surgeons
who are clinically strong, being
trained by experienced specialists.
The classrooms and clinic floors
are always abuzz with case-based
learning activities, where profes-
sors and lecturers share their
many years of experience to teach
critical and analytical skills in diag-
nosing and planning for a patient’s
treatment.
With an on-site clinic popular

with Melaka folks, students are
given rounded grounding in their
clinical skills. This ensures that
MUCM BDS graduates are not just
work-ready but also extremely
knowledgeable in many areas.

The future to come
As MUCM continues to nurture

doctors and dentists, it will expand
its offerings of undergraduate and
postgraduate degrees related to
healthcare.
Supporting this expansion is

MUCM’s establishment of its
research arms via the MUCM
Research Management Centre
and Centre of Dental Excellence.

■ For more information on
programmes, call 1700 811 662
or visit www.manipal.edu.my

MUCM’s MBBS Class of 2022’s Jubilee Year graduates. Future MBBS and BDS graduates.
Throwback to 1997 with the first batch of students at their
hostel in Manipal, India.

A cut above the rest
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